
HONG KONG, China: Hong Kong will resume inter-
national flights from the United States, Britain and
seven other countries, the government said yesterday
as it announced a loosening of some of the world’s
toughest COVID-19 restrictions. The finance hub has
struggled to maintain China’s zero-tolerance policy
during an Omicron-fuelled outbreak that has sparked
a huge surge in cases and put the city in the spotlight
with one of the highest COVID fatality rates in the
developed world.

After the highly transmissible variant fuelled a wave
of cases, authorities banned flights from nine countries
deemed high-risk-including the United States, Britain,
France and India. But infections climbed rapidly. Hong
Kong has recorded more than a million cases and
5,900 deaths this year, with the bulk of the toll among
its unvaccinated elderly population.

Yesterday, Lam said Hong Kong will lift flight bans
for the nine countries from April 1. “The epidemic situa-
tions in those countries are not worse than Hong
Kong’s, and most arrivals did not have serious symp-
toms,” she said during a press conference. Hong Kong
has also reduced the quarantine period for vaccinated

arrivals starting April 1 to seven days in a designated
hotel, followed by another seven days of at-home mon-
itoring. Currently, Hong Kong residents trying to return
from most destinations face a two-week quarantine
stay in expensive hotels.

Suspended mass testing 
Lam’s administration has been excoriated for its

handling of the COVID crisis, with critics calling it
unprepared despite two years of breathing room due
to its low number of cases before Omicron hit in
January. Once the variant broke through, hospital
wards were flooded with patients and morgues over-
crowded with bodies-leading to a coffin shortage
last week.

Unclear public messaging from the government
over mass testing and lockdowns has also fuelled
bouts of panic-buying-leaving supermarkets shelves
stripped bare. Hong Kong, known as “Asia’s World
City”,  has seen a record exodus of foreign and local
residents, with a net outflow of more than 134,000
people by mid-March.

Yesterday, Lam said that a previously floated plan to
mass test Hong Kong’s 7.4 million residents was “not
appropriate” at this stage, given the city’s limited
resources. “Our current opinion is to suspend it and
whether we will do it depends on the development of
the epidemic,” the leader said.

Lam also announced that kindergartens, primary
schools and international schools will resume in-person
teaching from April 19. Beginning April 21, restaurants
may stay open after 6:00 pm for dine-in services-cur-
rently banned —- while public gatherings would be
capped at four people, up from the current two.

Hong Kong’s deepened international isolation and

lack of a roadmap to normality have incited complaints
from business and diplomatic communities, even
prompting some major international banks to acceler-
ate relocations.

Authorities had repeatedly defended its methods,
saying it was necessary to maintain access to the main-
land Chinese market-which still has strict border con-
trols. But yesterday Lam signalled an attitude shift-say-
ing the city now has to balance its status as an interna-

tional hub and as a gateway to mainland China.
“For any longer term public health strategy, we will

have to take into account both factors that is maintain-
ing Hong Kong’s accessibility to the mainland and also
ensuring her continued connectivity with the outside
world,” she said. Tens of millions of people in regions
across China have been put under stay-at-home orders
since last week when Omicron clusters started threat-
ening the country’s zero-COVID model. — AFP
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HONG KONG: People wait in a queue to check-in for their flight at Hong Kong International Airport in Hong Kong
yesterday. — AFP

NEW DELHI: This handout photograph taken yesterday and released by the Indian Press Information Bureau (PIB)
shows India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi inspecting the antiquities repatriated from Australia, in New Delhi. — AFP

UKHIA, BANGLADESH: File photo shows Rohingya refugees walking through a shallow canal after crossing the Naf
River as they flee violence in Myanmar to reach Bangladesh in Palongkhali near Ukhia. — AFP

Modi thanks Australia
for returning 
stolen artefacts
NEW DELHI: Australia has returned 29 religious and
cultural artefacts to India, among them several stolen or
illegally exported from the country, earning thanks
from Prime Minister Narendra Modi during a summit
yesterday.

New Delhi has pushed Western governments and
museums to identify and return objects of India’s
“stolen heritage”, and hundreds of items from overseas
collections have already been repatriated. Thirteen of
the works returned by Australia are connected to
alleged trafficker Subhash Kapoor, a former Manhattan
art dealer who was the subject of a massive US federal
investigation known as Operation Hidden Idol.

“I would like to especially thank you for the initiative
to return ancient Indian artefacts,” Modi told his
Australian counterpart Scott Morrison during a virtual
meeting of the leaders. “These include statues and
paintings that are hundreds of years old and that have
been illegally taken out... now we can return them to the
places where they belong.”

The objects-including sculptures, paintings, photo-
graphs and a scroll-date back to the 9th century and
were held by the National Gallery of Australia. The
museum first announced the return of works it acquired
through Kapoor last July, including a US$5 million

bronze statue of the Hindu god Shiva that had been
stolen from a temple in southern India. Kapoor was
arrested in 2011 and is currently in jail awaiting trial. He
denies all charges. Experts estimate that thousands of
artworks are stolen from Indian temples each year and
shipped to a thriving international antiquities market.

These artefacts are generally smuggled out under
fake documentation and concealed in furniture or
garment consignments. Most never return to India.
Barry O’Farrell, Australia’s high commissioner to
India, said the restitution of the artefacts was a sym-
bol of strong diplomatic ties “built on deep bonds of
trust and cooperation”.

‘Distressing backdrop’ 
Monday’s summit between Modi and Morrison

focused on the strategic partnership between their two
countries, both members of the Quad alliance alongside
the US and Japan, along with the ongoing conflict in
Ukraine in the wake of Russia’s invasion.

“Our meeting today is, of course, set against the
very distressing backdrop of the war in Europe, which
must never happen in our own region,” Morrison said.
“The tragic loss of life underlies the importance, of
course, of holding Russia to account.”

New Delhi enjoys historic diplomatic and defence
ties with Moscow and has abstained in UN votes
deploring Russia’s actions in Ukraine, in a break from
other Quad members. Modi did not address the conflict
in his comments after the meeting. India and Australia
have also been working to finalise a trade deal that
would ease export barriers for Indian pharmaceuticals
and cut tariffs on some Australian wines, according to
local media reports. — AFP

US genocide 
designation brings
little comfort to
Rohingya camps
YANGON: The US decision to brand a crackdown by
Myanmar’s military against the Rohingya minority as
genocide is a victory for human rights campaigners
but will do little to alleviate the suffering of those still
languishing in camps, activists say.

Hundreds of thousands of the mostly Muslim
Rohingya community fled the Buddhist-majority coun-
try for Bangladesh in 2017, bringing stories of rape,
murder and arson, while another 600,000 remain in
refugee camps in junta-ruled Myanmar.

On Sunday, Washington said the violence amounted
to genocide and crimes against humanity, with media
reporting the decision could be followed by further
sanctions and limits on aid, among other penalties
against the already-isolated junta. Thin Thin Hlaing, a
Rohingya rights activist welcomed the move. “I feel
like we were living through a blackout but now we see
a light, because they recognise our suffering,” she told
AFP. But she added: “My parents, my sister and my
niece still have to live in camps in bad conditions and
with no standard of human rights.”

More outrage towards Myanmar’s military-already
an international pariah-will do little to change the
wretched conditions many Rohingya live in, said David
Mathieson, an analyst formerly based in the country.

“It’s hard to see how it (the designation) will

improve the lives of people who have suffered from
crushing state repression and extreme violence,” he
said. “The Myanmar military didn’t care about the
accusations when they started, and given they’re now
fighting almost everyone else in the country, I doubt
this finding will affect them in any way.”

Since ousting Aung San Suu Kyi’s government last
year, the junta has doubled down on widespread per-
ceptions that the Rohingya are interlopers from
Bangladesh and continues to deny them citizenship,
rights and access to services. Junta leader Min Aung
Hlaing-who was head of the armed forces during the
2017 crackdown-has dismissed the word Rohingya as
“an imaginary term”. Any sanctions that may follow
Washington’s designation are also unlikely to damage
or dislodge the generals behind the crackdown,
Mathieson added.

“Short of the US either actively blocking arms
sales... or supplying anti-aircraft assistance to the
resistance as they’re doing in Ukraine, then
Washington has little leverage or punitive options it
can exert,” he said.

The designation also makes uncomfortable reading
for a shadow “National Unity Government” (NUG)
dominated by lawmakers from Suu Kyi’s ousted party,
which is working to overturn the coup. Her National
League for Democracy was in power during the 2017
crackdown and her government’s handling of the crisis
deeply tarnished her reputation abroad.

Her office denied claims that fleeing refugees had
suffered rape, extrajudicial killings and arson attacks
on their homes by Myanmar troops. When a genocide
case opened at the Hague-based International Court
of Justice (ICJ) in December 2019, the Nobel laureate
travelled to the court to defend the generals, who a lit-
tle over a year later would oust her government and
plunge the country into turmoil. —AFP

Eyeing China, Japan 
breaks with past 
for strong 
Ukraine response
TOKYO: Japan has broken with years of prece-
dent in its tough response to the Ukraine invasion,
and the conflict could reshape Tokyo’s defence
strategy as it confronts China’s regional ambitions,
analysts say. When Russia last pushed into Ukraine
in 2014, Japan’s response was seen as lukewarm,
but this time around it has marched in lockstep
with Western allies on unprecedented sanctions
and tough rhetoric, even sending non-lethal mili-
tary aid.

And the crisis is already impacting debates on
security spending and capacity in a country whose

constitution limits its military to defence. “Japan has
been accused before of paying its way out, in a way,
just giving money but not being directly involved in
any crisis,” said Valerie Niquet, an Asia expert at
France’s Foundation for Strategic Research think tank.

This time, Tokyo is “putting a lot of emphasis on
what they are doing... to show that they are not just
sitting by and waiting to see how things will evolve”.
And the speed with which Tokyo has moved on meas-
ures such as individual sanctions has been “completely
remarkable”, said Tobias Harris, a senior fellow at the
Center for American Progress. “This is much further
than I thought we would see the Japanese government
go.” In part, that reflects the extraordinary nature of
the conflict, but several other key factors are at play,
including the departure of former prime minister
Shinzo Abe, who long sought closer ties with Moscow.

Abe, who resigned in 2020, had hoped warmer rela-
tions would lead to a breakthrough over disputed islands
held by Russia, which Moscow calls the Kurils and Japan
calls the Northern Territories. But with Abe gone and
years of deadlock on the dispute, Japan’s government
has felt freer to act against Moscow, though fears about

energy needs have so far stopped Tokyo from pulling
out of joint energy projects with Russia.

Eye on China 
Looming even larger though is China, with its

growing ambitions in the region, including its desire to
“reunify” Taiwan and its claims to disputed islands it
calls the Diaoyu, known as the Senkaku in Japan.

In the past, Tokyo worried aggressive actions on
Russia could push Moscow into Beijing’s arms, said
James D.J. Brown, an associate professor of political
science at Tokyo’s Temple University. “Now however,
that’s completely flipped around,” he told AFP.

Instead, the view is that “Japan has to be tough on
Russia, because otherwise it sets a precedent, and
perhaps encourages China to think that they could do
the same thing”. In the immediate term, Japan is
expected to completely overhaul its view of Russia in
its National Security Strategy due later this year.

“Definitely Russia will be very much described as a
threat,” said Niquet. “In the last one, in 2013, Russia
was seen more as, if not an opportunity, certainly not a
threat. That will change completely.”

Nuclear-sharing discussion 
And the Ukraine crisis is likely to strengthen the

hand of those calling for more defence spending. In
campaigning last year, the ruling Liberal Democratic
Party set a long-term goal of raising the defence
budget to more than two percent of GDP, up from
its traditional one percent.

That is “now something that they can realistically
push towards”, said Brown. Discussion of obtaining
a strike capacity such as attack drones that could
carry out first strikes against an enemy has been
controversial given the constitutional limits on
Japan’s military.

But “the images we’ve seen out of Ukraine are
going to be useful for people who want Japan to
have a more robust national defence”, Harris said.
“Self-defence is going to look increasingly like a fig
leaf, I suspect.”

Even more controversially, Japan’s ruling party is
set to debate nuclear deterrence, after suggestions
from lawmakers including Abe that the possibility of
“nuclear-sharing” be considered. That is likely to
remain a bridge too far, at least for now.—AFP


